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Abstract: This paper considers development of a methodology for an on-line energy and leakage management in water distribution systems, formulated within a model predictive control framework. The approach involves calculation of control actions, i.e. time schedules for pumps, valves and sources, to minimize the costs associated with energy used for water pumping and treatment and water losses due to leakage, whilst satisfying all operational constraints. The process of computing the control action utilises EPAnet hydraulic simulator, a mathematical modelling language called GAMS and a non-linear programming solver called CONOPT. The proposed control scheme has been integrated with an industrial SCADA system from ABB and interfaced with an actual medium-scale water distribution systems being part of Yorkshire Water Services. The scheme is currently being tested using on-line telemetry data. It has been operational for over 1 month with 1 hour sampling time and the preliminary results described in this paper indicate a potential for savings of 30% of the cost of electrical energy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Water distribution systems (WDS), despite operational improvements introduced over the last 10-15 years, still lose a considerable amount of potable water from their networks due to leakage, whilst using a significant amount of energy for water treatment and pumping. Reduction of leakage, hence savings of clean water, can be achieved by introducing pressure control algorithms (Ulanicki et al., 2000). Amount of energy used for pumping can be decreased through optimisation of pumps operation (Ormsbee and Lansey, 2007; Bounds et al., 2006). An approach to combine energy and leakage optimisation was recently reported in (Skworcow et al., 2009b).

Optimisation studies for medium or large-scale WDS are typically carried out off-line. The main purpose of commercial optimisation packages, such as $H_2ONET$ from MWH Soft or Aquis from 7-Technologies, is to pinpoint the most cost-effective operational policies for a specific water system. There exists an on-line optimisation package called Derceto (Bunn, 2007), but it is highly specialised and uses linearised models built purposely for a particular network. This means that any changes to the water network require significant changes in the optimisation model, which leads to high cost of system maintenance.

This paper considers development of a methodology for on-line energy and leakage management in WDS formulated within model predictive control (MPC) framework. MPC has been applied in wide range of industrial applications, see e.g. (Morari and Lee, 1999; Qin and Badgwell, 2003), including open water systems (Igreja and Lemos, 2009; Overloop, 2006). Application of MPC for pump management in WDS was proposed in (Biscos et al., 2003) but that study considered only off-line simulations and some abstract small-scale case study. This paper presents an on-line implementation of MPC integrated with an industrial supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system and interfaced with an actual medium-scale WDS.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 the problem of energy and leakage management in WDS is formulated. Section 3 describes formulation and development of a model predictive controller. The case study and the results obtained to date are discussed in Section 4. Conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The cost of electrical energy used for water treatment and pumping is a major factor contributing to the operational cost of WDS (Ulanicki et al., 2007). Typically operation of pump stations in WDS is governed by some local control loops; number of pumps switched on and their speed (if the pump station is equipped with variable speed drive) usually depends on levels of reservoirs. Such approach, whilst being simple and robust, often leads to intensive pumping during the expensive electricity tariff period which typically coincides with the periods of high demand.
for water. In many WDS the pumps can also be operated remotely from a control room: manually by an operator or automatically according to time schedules.

Commercial optimisation packages can tune off-line local control loops or calculate pump schedules to minimise some criteria, with the main goal being minimisation of the operational cost. Such optimisation uses models of WDS and is not a trivial task: WDS exhibit highly non-linear characteristics, there is a number of operational constraints (described in Section 3.4), set of control variables contains both discrete (e.g. number of pumps ‘on’) and continuous (e.g. pump speed) variables and can be of significant size, particularly for large-scale systems.

The approach considered in this paper involves calculation of control actions, i.e. time schedules for pumps, valves and sources, to minimize the costs associated with energy used for water pumping and treatment and water losses due to leakage. The schedules should be calculated over some time horizon which corresponds to a cyclic behaviour of demand patterns, e.g. 24 hours or 1 week. Furthermore, it is desired to calculate the schedules on-line, taking into account current state of the system and to re-calculate the schedules periodically in order to account for unpredicted changes in system state, due to demands variations and modelling uncertainty. Hence, it seems natural to formulate a control strategy within MPC framework.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROLLER

Model predictive control (MPC) is not a specific control strategy, but rather an ample range of control methods developed around three common ideas (Camacho and Bordons, 2004): (i) the explicit use of a model to predict the process response at future time instants, (ii) the calculation of a control sequence by minimizing a certain cost function and (iii) the use of a receding horizon strategy. The following subsections describe a WDS modelling approach, an overall control scheme, constraints, a cost function and implementation of an optimisation process.

3.1 Water distribution system model

A hydraulic model of WDS consists of: boundary conditions (sources and exports), a hydraulic nonlinear network made up of pipes, pumps and valves, and reservoir dynamics. Each network component has a hydraulic equation and WDS can be described by differential-algebraic equations (DAE), where the differential part corresponds to reservoir dynamics and the algebraic part corresponds to network equations (Brdys and Ulanicki, 1994). In this work discrete-time models are used.

A large-scale WDS can have thousands to tens of thousand of nodes and pipes. For model-based control purposes, in order to reduce the computational burden, the full hydraulic model is simplified using model reduction algorithm. In a simplified model all control elements remain unchanged, but the number of pipes and nodes is significantly reduced. The algorithm involves linearisation, Gaussian elimination, and reconstruction of a simplified nonlinear model; see (Ulanicki et al., 1996) for details.

3.2 Overall control scheme

An overall control scheme is illustrated in Figure 1 and each of its elements is described below. Note that the notation $u(k + i|k)$ denotes value of $u$ at time $k + i$ calculated at time $k$.

Operator specifies constraints and boundary conditions based on some global operational policies. Inclusion of model reduction module enables adaptation to abnormal situations and structural changes in a network, e.g. isolation of part of a network due to pipe burst. In such case an operator can change the full hydraulic model and run model reduction module to automatically produce updated simplified model. In normal operation a simplified model is fixed.

The role of SCADA system is to apply an immediate control $u(k|k)$ into WDS and to provide readings from telemetry: flows $q$ and pressures $r$ across the network. Vector $u(k|k)$ consists of setpoints for: pump stations (number of pumps ‘on’ denoted $n$ and, for pumps equipped with variable speed drive, their speed denoted $s$), sources (production at water treatment works) and valves (depends on type of valve). These elements of WDS are then operated by local controllers according to the setpoints specified in SCADA. Note that in practice the operation of some network elements may be specified by an operator as ‘fixed’ and thus cannot be controlled by MPC.

Demand prediction module reads demands history $\{d(k-H_p)_k \ldots d(k|k)\}$ (using selected past flow measurements) and calculates predicted demands $\{d(k+1|k) \ldots d(k+H_p-1|k)\}$ which, together with the most recent measurements $d(k|k)$, are fed into MPC. $H_p$ denotes prediction horizon and $H_d$ denotes length of demands history. In this work $H_d = 6$ weeks and the demand prediction algorithm used is based on thresholding, filtering and exponential smoothing; see (Rance et al., 2001) for details.

At every time instant $k$ (typically every 1 hour) MPC reads all required signals illustrated in Figure 1, calculates control schedule $\{u(k|k) \ldots u(k+H_p-1|k)\}$ and writes it to SCADA. Since the dynamics in a WDS model described by DAE are associated with reservoir pressures, a set of current reservoir pressures $r(k|k)$ retrieved from SCADA can be considered as a state-feedback, while the boundary conditions together with the predicted demands can be considered as a reference to be tracked.

3.3 Cost function

The objective function to be minimised is the total energy cost for water treatment and pumping. Such formulation, combined with the use of a network model with pressure-dependent leakage, was demonstrated to lead to a simultaneous minimisation of energy usage and water losses (Skworecz et al., 2000a). Pumping cost depends on pumps power consumption and on the electricity tariff. The tariff is usually a function of time with cheaper and more expensive periods. For given sampling time $\tau$, the objective function $V(k)$ is given by the following equation:
In the optimisation problem considered some of the decision variables are continuous (e.g. water production, pump speed, valve position) and some are integer (e.g. number of pumps switched on). Such mixed-integer problems are hard to solve numerically even for medium-scale models. Continuous relaxation of integer variables (e.g. allowing 2.5 pumps on) enables network scheduling to be treated initially as a continuous optimisation problem solved by a non-linear programming algorithm. Subsequently, the continuous solution is transformed into an integer solution (integer number of pumps ‘on’) by further automatic post-processing. Note that such two-stages approach was reported in e.g. (Bounds et al., 2006; Ulanicki et al., 2007; Skwarczynski et al., 2009a). In this work the post-processing algorithm to generate an integer solution allows up to two on/off switches during a specified time interval (typically 1 to 3 hours). The integer solution is such that the average flow of each pump station in every time interval matches the flow of a continuous solution. Such post-processing approach increases the cost typically by 1 to 3% compared to the continuous solution cost.

MPC implementation scheme is illustrated in Figure 2. The main control module was implemented in C# and its operation at each $k$ is as follows:

1. Load simplified network model, update the model using “live” signals: predicted demands, reservoir pressures and boundary conditions.
2. Simulate the model using an open-source hydraulic simulator called EPANet (http://www.epa.gov) and retrieve simulation results.
3. Using simplified hydraulic model, simulation results and constraints signals generate continuous optimisation problem written in a mathematical modelling language called GAMS (Brooke et al., 1998), which calls up a commercial non-linear programming solver called CONOPT (Drud, 1985).
4. Process results from CONOPT to generate an integer solution. An integer solution constitutes the control schedules which are subsequently written to SCADA.

In non-linear programming initial conditions play an important role. Well-posed initial conditions can speed up the convergence, while initial conditions far from a feasible region may result in a solver being unable to find even a feasible solution. For this reason a hydraulic simulator is used to provide such initial condition, where at least the equality constraints (network equations) are satisfied. Furthermore, the hydraulic model is updated using the most recent reservoir pressure measurements $r(k)$ and the previously calculated control schedule \{u(k|k−1)\ldots u(k+H_p−2|k−1)\}, so the initial condition should be in a feasible region and could even be close to the optimum.
Fig. 2. MPC implementation scheme.

Such approach is possible due to using a receding horizon strategy.

Note that, if the time of control schedules computation was significant compared to \( \tau \), then the formulas given in previous subsections would need to be reformulated to calculate \( \{u(k+1|k) \ldots u(k+H_p|k)\} \) instead of \( \{u(k|k) \ldots u(k+H_p-1|k)\} \). Similarly, in practical applications the telemetry together with SCADA systems may introduce a delay which, if significant, needs to be taken into account.

4. CASE STUDY

The proposed MPC has been developed, implementation of an overall control scheme (illustrated in Figure 1) is being finalised and the overall scheme is currently being tested using live data from an actual WDS. In this section preliminary results of these tests are described.

4.1 Water distribution system

The WDS considered is a medium scale network, being part of Yorkshire Water Services (YWS). The network model provided by YWS consists of 2074 nodes, 2212 pipes, 8 pumps in 5 pump stations, 4 valves which potentially could be controlled and 4 reservoirs. Average total demand including exports is approximately 400 to 500 l/s, depending on season. Schematic of the case study network is illustrated in Figure 3. Note that the provided network model has been developed and calibrated by YWS. All imports are treated as boundary conditions and are not included in the control vector. For further details about this WDS see (Skworcow et al., 2009a).

There were no structural changes in the simplified model WDS and the operational constraints, formulated via discussions with YWS personnel, were fixed during the on-line tests carried out to date. However, there were some engineered events carried out by YWS, namely simulation of pipe bursts via opening of fire hydrants, in order to test the MPC and also other systems developed by project partners, in a wider envelope of operating conditions.

4.2 SCADA system

The WDS considered is linked to an industrial SCADA system from ABB (www.abb.com) called 800xA, originally developed for power generation systems. Developed software modules constituting the implementation illustrated in Figure 2 were installed onto a server provided by ABB, which runs 800xA platform in parallel. This allows to retrieve all required “live” pressure and flow data from the WDS and to write the control schedules with minimal delay. All measurements and control signals can be stored in 800xA for several years.

In current implementation the control actions calculated by MPC are not actually applied in the WDS due to a lack of required remote-control infrastructure in YWS system. Calculated control schedules can, however, be displayed by an operator in a graphical form and he/she can choose to apply the proposed schedules in the network via field technicians.

4.3 Results

The proposed MPC scheme has been operational for over 1 month with 1 hour sampling time and \( H_p = 24 \). The calculation time, including running of demand forecaster and all steps described in section 3.5, was under 4 minutes on average and was never longer than 5 minutes. Since the control actions were not applied to a real system, the WDS which was actually controlled by local control loops did not behave as predicted by the MPC, see an example of real and predicted levels of the largest reservoir in this WDS illustrated in Figure 4.

Such mismatch between the real and predicted system behaviour makes the optimisation problem harder to solve, due to initial conditions generated via simulation of the the hydraulic model using the previously calculated control schedule and the most recent reservoir level measurements, as discussed in Section 3.5. If MPC predicts an increase in the reservoir level, while in fact the reservoir level decreases, such generated initial conditions may be infeasible due to violation of the reservoir level constraints. Furthermore, during the test period several field sensor failures occurred. As a result, CONOPT solver occasion-
ally converged at some local minima or failed to find a feasible solution; this happened in approximately 5% of runs. In such cases some backup ‘always working’ control should be used, this however is beyond the scope of this paper.

In the Authors’ earlier work the optimisation process employed in the proposed MPC scheme was used in an off-line manner on the same case study, see (Skworcow et al., 2009b). During off-line studies it has been observed that the operation of pumps and valves calculated by the optimisation process resulted in (compared to the actual operation): more intensive pumping during the cheap tariff period, use of larger reservoir volume, running pumps at lower speed and closer to their highest efficiency points.

In the off-line simulation study an average cost of electrical energy when the WDS is controlled by local loops was 402 units\(^1\) per day. The data describing an actual pump operation during the on-line tests considered in this paper has not yet been made available to the Authors. However, during the on-line test period the demands and exports were the same or higher compared to the off-line study; hence, it can be assumed that the actual cost during the on-line test period was not smaller than the cost calculated during the off-line study. Histogram of a predicted cost if the system was actually controlled by MPC, calculated at each sampling interval using simulation, is illustrated in Figure 5. It can be observed that: (i) there is a potential for significant savings - approximately 30% and (ii) the bars indicating the cost between 340 and 400 units are likely to be a result of the optimisation process converging at some local minima.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper considered development of a methodology for on-line energy and leakage management in water distribution systems, formulated within model predictive control framework. The approach involves calculation of control actions, i.e. time schedules for pumps, valves and sources, to minimize the costs associated with energy used for water pumping and treatment and water losses due to leakage, whilst satisfying all operational constraints. The method uses hydraulic models of WDS and enables adaptation to structural changes in a network via inclusion of an automatic model reduction module.

An on-line implementation of the proposed control scheme employed an open-source hydraulic simulator called EPAnet, mathematical modelling language called GAMS and a non-linear programming solver called CONOPT. Subsequently it has been integrated with an industrial SCADA system provided by ABB and interfaced with a medium-scale WDS being part of Yorkshire Water Services. The scheme is currently being tested using on-line data albeit without the control actions being actually applied in the WDS. Preliminary results indicate a potential for significant savings in the cost of electrical energy, compared to current network operation.
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